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802.16p Session #73
Closing Plenary Report

Chair: Ron Murias
Activities of the Week

- Comment Resolution
- Work Plan and Schedule Discussion
- New Evaluation Methodology Document
- Ad hoc to agree on simulation work for network re-entry contributions
Comment Resolution

- AWD (92 comments)
  - 24 accepted, 13 superseded
  - 31 rejected, 24 withdrawn
- SRD (4 comments, no changes)
- EMD (1 comment, new document)
  - 802.16p-11/0014
Work Plan/Schedule

• Reviewed end targets (not ready for LB)
  • Some thought we may be ready after July work
• Functionality Matrix
  • compare SRD to AWD functionality
  • Inbar Bratspiess to create the matrix by June 3
• Release for comment and to be discussed during Session #74
Network Re-Entry Ad Hoc

• Require agreement for simulations to compare solutions for network re-entry
  • assumptions
  • scenarios
  • parameters

• May 23 - June 20

• Follow with call for contributions requiring simulation results that conform to the ad hoc output
Actions following Session #73

• Call for Contributions on the AWD

• everything except network re-entry

• Call for Comments on the SRD, EMD

• Release of the simulation parameters for network re-entry June 23

• CfC on network re-entry

• Release the functionality matrix June 6

• CfC on the matrix
Documents Presented to the Working Group

- 802.16p-11/0012 Meeting Minutes
- 802.16p-11/0013 Closing Report
- 802.16p-11/0014 New EMD (to be posted soon)